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We are searching a strategic or financial investor for the following company:

Industrial sector
Plastic injected products for Horeca (Hotels, restaurants and Catering), 
Home products and big retailers.

Location Northern part of Spain

Activities
Injection of plastics baskets for supermarkets and hypermarkets. Production 
of plastic food containers for hotels, restaurants and catering. Production of 
plastic containers for home use.

History
Founded un 1976. International sales from 1990. Present in NAFTA region 
since 2009 with own production and sales subsidiary. Sales worldwide to 
more than 30 countries.

Assets Technical equipment for the production of injected plastic products

Organization Mother company in Spain and a subsidairy in North American region.

Potential for further 

Good oportunity for companies located in Eastern Europe and, mainly well 
established in Russia. Good opportunity as well for companies having plastic 

Potential for further 
development

established in Russia. Good opportunity as well for companies having plastic 
injection capacity that could create synergies with target company. Good 
opportunity for european companies of the sector willing to expand in North 
American  market.

Financing
Some shareholders are open for sale in the short term and some others 
would like to exit the company at a later stage.  Take over in two steps is, 
therefore, possible

Numbers
Sales exceed 17M€. Company is very much export oriented: More than two 
thirds are sold outside Spain to more than 30 countries. Reasonable ebitda 
and net profit is obtained.

Staff 60 people employed

Customers Main retailers chains and horeca companies.

Competition
The company enjoys leadership in some products and its competitiveness is 
based on new developments and desings being ahead of competitors.

Please contact: Juan I. Villegas. +34 948 223519. jivillegas@iunctio.es

Strictly confidential information. All informations are based on information provided by the seller, its 
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